The Sverdrup circulation in the tropical Pacific is constructed from satellite scatterometer winds, compared with measured ocean currents, and diagnosed in an ocean GCM. Previous depictions of the Sverdrup circulation near the equator have shown only weak vertically integrated flows; here it is shown that the actual transports are not weak. This discrepancy could be due either to inaccuracies in the wind forcing or to Sverdrup dynamics being too simple in this region. Scatterometer winds show a strip of positive curl along the SST front north of the equator in the eastern Pacific that is due to wind speed changes induced by the front. Including that additional element of curl forcing greatly improves the realism of the Sverdrup representation, but the magnitudes of the equatorial transport are still too small by a factor of about 2. Although the nonlinear (advective and friction) terms are small in the model momentum balance, they are O(1) in the vorticity balance, especially because their meridional derivatives are large near the equator. Examining the effect of the nonlinear terms through the vorticity balance shows that advection acts to intensify the mean currents of the tropical Pacific, including both the Equatorial Undercurrent and the westward off-equatorial South Equatorial Current. However, the principal nonlinearity is due to the acceleration and deceleration of the Equatorial Undercurrent, not to meridional convergence as has been previously argued.
Introduction
Since Sverdrup's (1947) demonstration that the flow of the North Equatorial Countercurrent against the wind was due to the vorticity (stretching) imposed by the wind stress curl, Sverdrup theory has been prominent in diagnoses of the tropical circulation in the Pacific. A variety of observational (Meyers 1980; McPhaden and Taft 1988; Godfrey 1989; Landsteiner et al. 1990; Yu and McPhaden 1999) and model (McCreary 1981; Qiu and Lukas 1996; Wajsowicz 1999; McCreary et al. 2002; among many others) studies have demonstrated that fundamental aspects of the tropical Pacific current systems can be understood in terms of these linear ideas. There has, however, been little opportunity to study the circulation just off the equator, where geostrophy is questionable and difficult to apply, so the ability to examine these questions has been very limited. New direct measurements of these currents (Johnson et al. 2002 ) now make such examination more feasible.
Although the Sverdrup circulation has been successful in explaining many aspects of the tropical Pacific, a puzzling aspect has been that the Sverdrup zonal currents along and near the equator are consistently found to be very weak when derived from several often-used wind products (Kessler and Taft 1987; Landsteiner et al. 1990) . This result appears to contradict observations of the strong eastward Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) and the westward South Equatorial Current (SEC) branches flanking it. There are three possible explanations for this discrepancy: 1) despite the strong upperocean currents the vertically integrated transport is in fact near zero; 2) there are systematic errors in the wind products; and 3) Sverdrup dynamics are too simple to describe the equatorial currents. Knowledge of the deep flows in this region is sparse. It has not been (and is still not) possible to show unambiguously that the deep flow does not compensate for the upper currents, but this appears unlikely (Firing 1987) .
In this paper we examine the other two possible explanations, based on satellite scatterometer winds and an ocean GCM. Scatterometry has shown new elements of the wind-stress-curl forcing in the tropical Pacific that ship and reanalysis wind products omit or smooth out (Chelton et al. 2001) . Although these mean curl signatures are not large in themselves, the Sverdrup zonal transport depends on the meridional gradient of the curl, and Sverdrup transports calculated from scatterometer winds agree much better with the new direct current observations than do those from previous wind products. A model, driven by scatterometer winds, is necessary to diagnose the importance of advection and friction since the direct current observations are not adequate to the task. While the model nonlinear terms are small, taking their curl (in analogy to the Sverdrup balance) shows how these small departures from the linear balance significantly alter the modeled mean currents and further improve their agreement with directly measured currents.
Data and model

a. Acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) data
The 172 nominally meridional CTD/ADCP sections used in this study were taken from June 1985 through December 2000 principally on cruises to service the TAO (Tropical Atmosphere-Ocean) and TRITON (Triangle Trans-Ocean Buoy Network) mooring arrays (Hayes et al. 1991; McPhaden et al. 1998 ). Other cruises were made during programs of American, French, Japanese, and Chinese national and academic institutions, especially before 1990. The ship tracks generally followed the ten meridional lines of the buoy network, which are separated by 10Њ to 15Њ longitude (Fig. 1) ; the cruises were made roughly twice per year on each line and were fairly evenly distributed during the 1990s. The seasonal distribution is less than ideal, with a concentration of cruises in particular seasons, especially boreal fall (Fig. 1, middle) ; the harmonic fitting method used to produce the gridded means helps to avoid the bias that would result from a simple average. However,
it is still possible that the lack of sampling in boreal summer does degrade the fit.
A complete set of meridional and zonal sections of temperature, salinity, and zonal velocity from this dataset is shown in Johnson et al. (2002) , along with some derived quantities. The use of these data for the present study was inspired by questions raised in that work and is based on the identical data and processing. Briefly, velocities for each individual section were objectively mapped onto isopycnals, with meridional and vertical correlation length scales of 1Њ and 25 m, respectively. The ADCP typically samples between 20 and 400 m, and the upper shear was used to extrapolate values to the surface. The effect of this extrapolation was checked by recomputing the vertically integrated transports with the 25-m velocity extended to the surface; the largest differences from the extrapolated transport shown in Fig. 3 (top) are in the far east where the Equatorial Undercurrent is close to the surface (Fig. 2 , top left).
The maximum difference was 6.6 m 2 s Ϫ1 , which is less than the first contour interval used in Fig. 3 , and we conclude that the shear extrapolation is a reasonable choice. Once the individual sections were gridded, they were analyzed around each of the 10 nominal longitudes using an isopycnal averaging procedure that preserves the sharp pycnocline and velocity extrema (Johnson et al. 2002) . Data at each latitude and isopycnal were fitted with a polynomial function of longitude, an annual harmonic, and the Southern Oscillation index. Each fit included data within 22Њ of the target longitude to maximize the number of observations. In the present work only the fitted mean is studied; see Johnson et al. (2002) for a description of the seasonal cycle and ENSO-related variations.
b. Wind data
European Remote Sensing (ERS) satellite scatterometer winds are used here both to calculate the Sverdrup transports and to force the OGCM described in section 2c below. The ERS-1 satellite was launched in July 1991, and its nearly identical follow-on mission ERS-2 was launched in April 1995 and remains in operation. The ERS scatterometer samples a swath 500 km wide with an effective along-track resolution of 50 km (Stoffelen and Anderson 1997) and has been in several orbit configurations during these missions (primarily a 35-day repeat cycle). The winds used here were processed into monthly 1Њ latitude by 1Њ longitude gridded fields of stress components by the French satellite data processing facility Centre ERS d'Archivage et de Traitement (CER-SAT), and were obtained by ftp from the CERSAT Web site (http://www.ifremer.fr/cersat/) for the period August 1991-December 2000. A monthly average annual cycle of stress components was constructed from the 9.5 yr of data to produce forcing fields for the OGCM, and the mean of that cycle was used for the curl and Sverdrup transports.
c. Ocean GCM
The tropical upper-ocean GCM used in this study consists of two physical components: the sigma layer, tropical primitive equation general circulation model of Gent and Cane (1989) , with the ''hybrid'' mixed layer formulation developed by Chen et al. (1994a,b) as its surface boundary layer. The entire model domain is the upper active layer (roughly 400 m thick) of a reducedgravity ocean, assumed to overlie an infinitely deep, motionless abyss. The model consists of eight sigma levels (''sigma'' in this usage is a generalized vertical coordinate that has nothing to do with density, and is denoted ''s'') within the active upper layer, plus the surface mixed layer. Both the total upper layer thickness and the surface mixed layer depth vary in time and space, determined by the wind and buoyancy forcing, and the eight sigma layers are specified fractions of the remaining thickness. The point of this formulation is to retain good vertical resolution following the base of the mixed layer where it is important to closely resolve vertical exchanges of heat and momentum. For this reason the model is highly computationally efficient and has been used in numerous simulations of the Pacific and other regions.
The model domain is the tropical Pacific with solid walls at 30ЊS and 30ЊN and no opening through the Indonesian archipelago, but otherwise realistic east and west coasts. A stretched grid is used in which the zonal spacing is smallest at the east and west edges (⌬x about 50 km) and largest in midbasin (⌬x about 120 km) while the meridional spacing is smallest within 10ЊN and S (where ⌬y is about 40 km) and largest at the poleward edges (⌬y increases to about 220 km). The time step is 1 h. The model is initialized with the Levitus (1982) mean temperatures. Relaxation to the Levitus climatological annual cycle temperatures becomes progressively stronger poleward of Ϯ20Њ latitude to suppress coastal Kelvin waves that would otherwise contaminate the solution given these unrealistic poleward boundaries. Bulk formulas are used for latent, longwave, and sensible heat fluxes, according to the formulation of Seager et al. (1988) , which requires heat flux forcing through specified wind stresses and clouds only. The equation of state is a linear function of temperature, with no effect of salinity, although the mean salinity distribution and its variations are likely to be an important contribution to density in the tropical Pacific (Murtugudde and Busalacchi 1998; Ji et al. 2000; Kessler 1999) .
The model run diagnosed here was forced with a wind stress climatology constructed from the 1991-2000 ERS winds described in section 2b, and climatological clouds based on the 1983-94 International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) C2 product (Rossow and Schiffler 1991) . The model was run for 10 years, and all results shown here are from model year 10. To test that the model is fully spun up in 10 years, it was run with the same winds for 40 years, and annual averages were found to be nearly constant after about year 7.
All quantities from the model were found from 5-day sampling of model output during year 10. Products and derivatives were found from this sampling exactly as formulated in the model (Gent and Cane 1989) and were then vertically integrated and time averaged. Friction terms were found by comparing model velocities before and after calling the friction subroutines each time step.
d. Definitions of currents
The usual (and most realistic) definition of a current specifies boundaries (a latitude and a depth or density range) and then defines, say, a westward current as all negative zonal flow within those bounds. Here, where we are interested in comparing observed and modeled currents with the wind-driven Sverdrup transports, it is only the vertically integrated transports that are relevant. Thus, velocities are first vertically integrated and timeaveraged, then each current is defined as the appropriately signed depth-integrated transport (# u dz) within latitude boundaries, which is directly comparable to the Sverdrup transport derived from the wind. The observed transport of a particular current produced by this procedure is, in general, smaller than the total transport that would be obtained by the usual definition, because it does not take into account the possibility of two or more currents occurring in different vertical ranges at the same horizontal location. For example, vertical-meridional sections of zonal current (Fig. 2) show a somewhat more complex structure than the vertically integrated zonal transports (Fig. 3, top) . Here, we define the currents only as they appear in Fig. 3 (top) , which omits, for example, some SEC flow that overlies the EUC (similarly, that part of the SEC reduces the eastward transport on the equator). Since the vertically integrated transports still largely correspond to the well-known currents, we will refer to these transports with the usual name of the current, but flagged with a superscript z. These transports are SEC(S) z , defined as westward transport within 8ЊS-2ЊS; SEC(N) z , westward transport within 1ЊN-5ЊN; and EUC z , eastward transport within 3ЊS-2ЊN. These definitions produce comparable quantities from the ADCP observations, from the OGCM, and from the Sverdrup circulation (Fig. 3) ; meridionally integrated totals are shown in Fig. 4 . It would be desirable to also analyze the North Equatorial Countercurrent (NECC) but, since it lies partly outside the region sampled by the ADCP (Fig. 3, top) , evaluation of its transport is not possible.
Dynamics
The vertically integrated, time-mean momentum equations can be written
y where uppercase symbols indicate vertically integrated quantities, subscripts indicate partial differentiation, and factors of the background density 0 have been dropped for simplicity of notation. In conventional notation, (U, V) are the transport components, f is the Coriolis parameter, P is the integrated pressure, and is the wind stress; A ϭ (A x , A y ) ϭ # ١ · (uhu) ds are the advective terms (in flux form, see section 4d) and F ϭ (F x , F y ) are the (combined) friction terms (see section 2c). The vertically integrated mean continuity equation is
A common linearization of (1) retains only the Coriolis, pressure gradient, and wind stress terms:
Taking the curl of (3), substituting from (2) gives the meridional transport associated with the Sverdrup balance:
The Sverdrup zonal transport is found from (2), using (4) for V and integrating from the eastern boundary:
where U EB (y) is the eastern boundary value (see the appendix). The success of the Sverdrup balance in explaining major features of the ocean circulation reflects the fundamental importance of the vorticity in the lowfrequency dynamics. In section 4 we will diagnose the importance of the advective and friction terms in the ocean GCM. The model's vertically integrated momentum balance is principally among the Ekman and geostrophic terms (3), and the advective and friction terms are small compared to the leading Coriolis, pressure gradient and wind stress terms in (1). However, at the same time the model currents and pressure gradients will be seen to differ substantially from those predicted by the Sverdrup balance. Considering the effects of the advective and friction terms on the vorticity balance shows how this comes about.
Since the model velocity is known, (1) can be rearranged so the advective and friction terms appear as analogs to forcing terms, defining a generalized stress * ϵ ϩ Ј ϩ Љ, where Ј ϵ ϪA and Љ ϵ F. Then (1) are rewritten as
y which have the same form as the linearized set (3).
Meridional-vertical sections of mean zonal current at three representative longitudes, estimated (left) from ADCP data and (right) from the model. All six panels have the same contour interval: every 25 cm s Ϫ1 from Ϫ125 to 125 cm s Ϫ1 , with supplementary contours at Ϯ2, 5, and 10 cm s Ϫ1 . For the ADCP observations, typically each latitude-depth value plotted is the mean of 30-50 observations; blank areas at the bottom of these plots indicates locations with less than 20 observations. Blank areas at the bottom of the model panels indicate the model interface with the motionless abyss.
Taking the curl of (6) leads to a balance of the form (4) and (5), with replaced by *, in which the effects of the advective and friction terms are evaluated through their modification of the vorticity. This procedure allows all three ''forcing'' terms to be studied individually and compared, and their effects linearly added. Of course, the definition of * is just a rearrangement of (1), so U and V obtained from (6) recover the original U and V. For any steady vertically integrated system (1) and (2), the equivalents of (4) and (5), with replaced by *, are always true. We emphasize that this is not a method to get solutions to (1), but simply to diagnose the im- portance of the terms in the context of the vorticity balance. What is found by this manipulation is that the importance of the second-order terms comes through their derivatives; in particular, their effect on the zonal current is realized in d[curl(*)]/dy, and these derivatives have quite different spatial patterns than the terms themselves. Although it will be seen that in the model solution the advective terms A x and A y in (1) have similar magnitudes, A x has much greater significance because in forming the curl, k . It is assumed in the above that vertical integrations are carried to the bottom of the ocean or to a depth where the velocity (u, , w) and the stress are all zero. In the model the integrations are carried over the full model thickness (which averages 353 m within 8ЊS-10ЊN), satisfying this criterion. The ADCP mean bottom depth within 8ЊS-10ЊN is 396 m, and integrations are made over the full range of available data. We have no way to evaluate the impact of flows below this depth, which remains a source of unknown error in the results. 
Results
a. The observed currents
Vertical sections of measured (ADCP) mean zonal current at three representative longitudes show the SEC split into a northern and southern branch, and draped across the EUC (Fig. 2, left panels) . At 110ЊW in the eastern Pacific, the EUC is found at depth 50-100 m in the shallow thermocline (Johnson et al. 2002) , and mean currents near the surface at the equator are about zero (Fig. 2, top left) . Both branches of the SEC appear to extend well below the thermocline at 2Њ-4Њ N and S; indeed, a geostrophic estimation of these deep currents based on the associated CTD data (not shown) indicates westward flow to at least 600 m (relative to a 900-m reference level). It is not known why the SEC occurs so deep in the east; however, the large transports found by vertically integrating these flows are consistent with the dynamical picture developed below. In the central Pacific, the thermocline (not shown) and EUC are found somewhat deeper (Fig. 2, middle) . The SEC is thin but strong on the equator above the EUC and both branches are well developed above the thermocline. At the surface, fastest westward flow is found at Ϯ2Њ-3Њ latitude in both hemispheres. North of the equator, strong horizontal shears are seen between the SEC(N) and both the EUC and NECC, but the SEC(S) gradually weakens to the limit of the present data at 8ЊS. In the west, the EUC core is found relatively deep (ϳ200 m: Fig. 2 , bottom) but, perhaps surprisingly, the SEC at the equator is thin and weak in the mean. Velocities above the EUC core are known to be highly variable in this regime where the trade winds are weak and frequently interrupted by westerlies (Cronin et al. 2000) , and the mean velocities estimated from the ADCP data may be aliased by this variability. The NECC is found relatively close to the equator in the west, which tends to squeeze and reduce the SEC(N).
The vertically integrated transports found from the ADCP data (Fig. 3, top) are strongly eastward on the equator with a maximum near 125ЊW, but these eastward transports drop by about 1/3 in the west. Both branches of the (vertically integrated) SEC z also have maxima in the east-central Pacific and both are strongest near Ϯ3Њ-4Њ latitude. Although the surface flow at 2Њ-3ЊN is westward to at least 155ЊE, the vertically integrated transport is westward only east of 170ЊW, because farther west the surface flow is weak (e.g., Fig. 2 , bottom left) and is underlain by the eastward-flowing northern subsurface countercurrent.
b. Sverdrup balance
The pattern of ERS-derived wind stress curl (Fig. 5 ) is largely familiar (e.g., Landsteiner et al. 1990) , with the Tropics dominated by the band of positive curl along 5Њ-10ЊN where the northeast trades build to the north from the ITCZ tradewind minimum. However, the advent of satellite scatterometer winds has revealed a new element to the curl forcing, seen as a narrow strip of positive curl just north of the equator from about 150Њ-100ЊW (Fig. 5) . This strip is usually not apparent in ship wind or reanalysis products, but is a consistent feature of satellite winds [e.g., in the QuikSCAT winds shown in Chelton et al. (2001) ]. It is a consequence of SSTinduced modification of the planetary boundary layer (PBL) in the southeasterly regime over the eastern equatorial Pacific (Wallace et al. 1989) . Cool SST in the east Pacific cold tongue tends to stabilize the PBL and thus isolate it from the free atmosphere above; as a result, surface wind speeds over the cold tongue are lower by about 30% in the cool half of the year. As the southeasterlies cross the SST front north of the cold tongue, warm SST induces convection that mixes momentum down to the surface, increasing the wind speed (but not changing the direction). Wallace et al. (1989) showed that this results in a wind divergence, and Chelton et al. (2001) showed that because the southeasterlies cross the front at an angle, a curl signature as well. The result is a strip of positive curl north of the equator (Fig. 5) .
When (5) is used to estimate the Sverdrup zonal transport from the curl shown in Fig. 5 , the strip of positive curl produces an eastward jet along the equator (the EUC z ) and a westward flow [the SEC(N) z ] from 1Њ-3ЊN (Fig. 3, bottom) . Although the curl values themselves are relatively small, their meridional derivatives are not and, because the strip is zonally oriented, it makes a large contribution to the zonal integral (5). Earlier calculations of the Sverdrup transport, based on ship winds, showed only weak transports in the region (Kessler and Taft 1987; Godfrey 1989; Landsteiner et al. 1990) , without any sign of a distinct EUC z or an SEC(N) z . The effect of the SST-modified wind speed is to produce, through Sverdrup dynamics, a significantly more realistic circulation than was possible before; in particular the scatterometer winds imply a clear EUC z and SEC(N) z (Fig. 3) . However, even with these improvements, the Sverdrup circulation has first-order differences from that observed; the transports of the SEC(S) z and SEC(N) z , as well as the EUC z , are about one-half of the measured values (Fig. 4) . Further, the observed SEC(N) z is found only east of 180Њ, while the corresponding Sverdrup flow in this region extends all the way to the western boundary, and the observed SEC(S) z is strong close to the equator where the Sverdrup flow is weak (Fig. 3) . Similarly, the Sverdrup transport along the equator grows in magnitude all the way west to the New Guinea coast, whereas the observed (and modeled) EUC z has its maximum near 140ЊW and decreases in the west. The remainder of this paper seeks to understand the reasons for these discrepancies and diagnose the dynamics responsible for the actual currents.
c. OGCM solution
The roughly semiannual ADCP sampling is too sparse to estimate the advection terms of the momentum balance [but see Johnson and Luther (1994) , who worked from monthly sampling], so we turn to the ocean GCM, described in section 2c and driven by the average annual cycle of the same winds that produced the Sverdrup circulation discussed above, for additional insight. The model vertically integrated zonal currents agree more closely with the observations than do those predicted by the Sverdrup relation (Fig. 3) , and the same is true for the zonal transports integrated over the individual currents (Fig. 4) . The model SEC(N) z has a zonal extent (180Њ to 90ЊW), which is like the observed current and more realistic than the Sverdrup SEC(N) z (Fig. 3) . Model SEC(N) z transport is also a major improvement over the Sverdrup representation (Fig. 4) . Along the equator, the model EUC z has its eastward maximum at about 140ЊW and is reduced by a factor of about 50% in the west, like the observations but unlike the Sverdrup depiction which increases monotonically westward. The model SEC (S) z is realistically strong close to the equator and its transport is similar to the observed SEC(S) z , while the Sverdrup estimate differs in both aspects. For all three current systems, the Sverdrup representation has typically half the observed transport, while the model transports are similar in magnitude and spatial pattern to those observed (Fig. 4) .
The most notable discrepancy between the modeled and observed transports is at 3Њ-6ЊN west of the date line, where the model has near-zero zonal transport but the observations show a relatively strong eastward flow (Fig. 3) . Two possibly related problems contribute to this. First, the model NECC is shifted north of the observed position in the west (Fig. 2 , bottom panels, and Fig. 3 ) for unknown reasons. Second, the model simulates only weak subsurface countercurrents (Tsuchiya Jets; Rowe et al. 2000) , which are the eastward lobes flanking the EUC below the thermocline at about Ϯ2Њ-3Њ latitude at 165ЊE, Ϯ3Њ-4Њ at 155ЊW, and Ϯ5Њ-6Њ at 110ЊW (Fig. 2, left panels) . The weak model Tsuchiya jets are barely evident in the 2 cm s Ϫ1 contours in Fig.  2 (right panels), and are too far poleward in the west. Donohue et al. (2002) suggested on the basis of comparing several OGCMs that very high vertical resolution was key to proper simulation of these features, and the present model certainly fails that test. Despite these discrepancies, the near-equatorial transports reproduced by the model are considerably more realistic than the Sverdrup solution, which argues that examination of the model momentum terms that modify the linear Sverdrup circulation will be illuminating.
d. The role of the nonlinear terms: Momentum balance
The model equations are written in flux form, which is the sum of the continuity equation multiplied by the VOLUME 33 horizontal velocity u ϭ (u, ), added to the momentum equations multiplied by the layer thickness h: the advective terms (which are assumed to be vertically integrated and time-averaged) are thus u١ · (uh) ϩ hu · ١u ϭ ١ · (uhu). {Here the operator ١ ϵ ‫,‪x‬ץ/ץ(‬ ‫,)‪y‬ץ/ץ‬ since we are considering only the mean, vertically integrated balances, so the vertical terms that are included in the total advection [‫(ץ‬wu)/‫ץ‬s] integrate to zero.} In general, the parts of these terms involving gradients of h (uu · ١h) are smaller than the parts involving gradients of u, especially in the zonal momentum equation. (Fig. 6 shows these terms averaged over the eastern and central-western Pacific, respectively). Both these terms are primarily determined by the large-scale three-dimensional mean circulation: at the equator u is eastward at thermocline level and small at the surface and is westward just off the equator (Fig. 2) , while is equatorward in both hemispheres at EUC level and poleward in a thin layer at the surface. In the west, mass converges meridionally in a thick layer (so # y ds Ͻ 0), feeding the accelerating EUC, while in the east mass diverges closer to the surface as the EUC slows.
The classical picture (Fofonoff and Montgomery 1955; Robinson 1966; Gill 1975 ) is a two-dimensional (y, z) section appropriate to the central and western Pacific, dominated by equatorward flow in a thick thermocline layer where the EUC is strong. Eastward momentum is fluxed equatorward by the meridional circulation: in the vertical integral the term (hu) y is negative along the equator and positive just off the equator (dotted line in Fig. 6, top) . This argument suggests that the advective terms represent an eastward tendency along the equator. However, we find two significant differences from this picture. First, in the eastern Pacific much of the EUC occurs in the Ekman-diverging layer near the surface, changing the sign of the vertically integrated term (hu) y (dotted line in Fig. 6, bottom) , indicating that EUC z eastward momentum is fluxed poleward. [In addition, the meridional structure in the east is distorted because the meridional circulation is shifted southward by the mean southerly winds (Philander and Delecluse 1983; and see Kessler et al. 1998 for a description of this cell in the present model).] Second, and most important, the zonal divergence of zonal momentum flux [(uhu) x , dashed line in Fig. 6 ] is positive in the west and strongly negative in the east, reflecting the acceleration and deceleration of the EUC z , so the zonal term opposes the meridional term everywhere along the equator. In the west the two flux divergences nearly cancel (Fig. 6, top) but in the east the large zonal convergence dominates (Fig. 6, bottom) .
The apparent conclusion from the momentum balance is that the advective terms serve as an eastward tendency in the eastern Pacific and as a small westward tendency in the central-western Pacific (solid lines in Fig. 6 ). This is of the correct sign to account for the larger eastern and smaller western EUC z than is given by the linear (Sverdrup) terms but is inconsistent with the differences between the Sverdrup transports and the observed and modeled pattern of the SEC(N) z or SEC(S) z , both of which are stronger in the east than the linear balance indicates (Fig. 3) .
e. The role of the nonlinear terms: Vorticity balance
The nonlinear effects on vorticity are studied by considering the generalized stresses * as in (6). In this manipulation of the momentum equations (1) the advective and frictional terms are defined as ''stresses'' Ј and Љ; the curl of each of these stresses (Fig. 7 , left panels) and the zonal transports resulting from an integration of the form (5) (Fig. 7 , right panels) are comparable in magnitude to those of the wind stress curl (Fig. 7, top panels) . The sum down the left and right columns of Fig. 7 closely recovers the total model ␤V and U, respectively, shown in the bottom panels. Since the sum * and the operations in (4) and (5) are linear, the effects of wind forcing, advection, and friction on the total transports can be examined separately.
Although all of the advective terms are of comparable magnitude in the zonal and meridional momentum equations, in taking the curl, ‫‪x‬ץ/ץ‬ of the meridional terms is much smaller than ‫‪y‬ץ/ץ‬ of the zonal terms, so the meridional terms have little effect in the curl or zonal transport. In the east curl(Ј) is primarily due to the deceleration of the EUC z : uu x is negative (Fig. 6, bottom) so 
Ј
x is positive, and curl(Ј) changes sign across the equator (Fig. 7b) . Its magnitude is similar to, if not larger than, the wind stress curl (Fig. 7a) . In the west there are smaller gradients of Ј x (Fig. 6, top) , and the pattern of curl(Ј) is muddled. Since the influences of the vorticity terms on zonal transport are realized by integrating their meridional derivatives westward (thus taking two meridional derivatives of the momentum terms shown in Fig. 6) , it is the eastern signal (with its large gradient across the equator principally determined by EUC z deceleration) that sets the large-scale pattern (Fig. 7b) . When ‫[ץ‬curl(Ј)]/‫ץ‬y is integrated westward, the advective terms are seen to have the effect of intensifying the mean vertically integrated currents, both the eastward EUC z and the westward SEC(N) z and SEC(S) z (Fig. 7f) . Physically, in the west-central Pacific cyclonic relative VOLUME 33
) along the equator due to the advection and friction terms. Lines labeled ''Full u(t)'' (solid) and ''Friction'' (dotted) are equatorial sections from Figs. 7f and 7g. Line labeled ''From smoothed u'' (dash-dot) shows transport from the advection terms calculated with temporally smoothed velocities (see section 4e), and the line labeled ''Difference'' (dashed) is the difference between this and the transport from the full time dependence of u, which can be interpreted as the effect of high frequencies.
vorticity is generated by equatorward motion [because f Ϫ u y following a particle is nearly constant (Fofonoff and Montgomery 1955) ], which is advected eastward and then converges as the EUC z decelerates. Note that the negative and positive regions of curl(Ј) east of 135ЊW (Fig. 7b) represent cyclonic vorticity forcing (stretching) on both sides of the equator. The result of this augmention of cyclonic relative vorticity in the east is to intensify the EUC z well east of the maximum zonal pressure gradient, and also to produce westward flows on its poleward flanks that are much stronger than predicted by the Sverdrup balance.
The role of time-dependent advection rectified into the mean can be estimated by using temporally smoothed velocities to recompute the advective terms, then curl(Ј), then the integral (5), and then differencing the results with those shown in Figs. 7b and 7f, which are calculated accounting for the full time dependence of all terms. A 35-day triangle filter was used, which primarily removes the tropical instability waves (TIW). These differences are similar in sign and spatial pattern to the frictional terms (Figs. 7c and 7g , discussed below), consistent with earlier studies (Bryden and Brady 1989) indicating that the role of TIW advection is like a friction and acts to weaken the EUC and spread its eastward momentum to its flanks. Thus while total advection amplifies the mean currents as described above, the fluctuating part of these terms counters their overall tendency and reduces the net advective influence. The zonal transport associated with the full time-dependent advection terms (Fig. 7f , and solid line in Fig. 8 ) is smaller by about half than the corresponding quantity found from time-smoothed velocities (dash-dot line in Fig. 8 ). This means that using an estimate of mean or climatological velocities (such as might be available from the ADCP observations), or even monthly averages, to compute the advective terms would overestimate their effect on the circulation by a large factor.
The effect of friction in the vorticity balance is straightforward. The vertically integrated mean friction terms themselves are quite small (up to about 1/10 the size of the wind stresses), and mainly represent a damping of the EUC z [in (1), mean F x is negative along the equator and F y is very small everywhere in the interior]. Thus, in taking the curl of Љ ϭ F, the major term is Ϫ‫ץ‬F x /‫ץ‬y, which is positive just south of the equator and negative just north (Fig. 7c) . The frictional curl maxima occur where the undercurrent is maximum in the central Pacific, and their magnitude is similar to that of the equatorial wind stress curl (Fig. 7a) . In integrating ‫[ץ‬curl(Љ)]/‫ץ‬y westward as in (5), the frictional effects on zonal transport are westward tendencies along the equator and eastward tendencies on the flanks of the EUC z , which is the intuitively expected damping effect of friction on the equatorial jet resulting in transfer of eastward momentum to the flanks, also damping the SEC(N) z and SEC(S) z . Another way to say this is that friction reduces the relative vorticity (Ϫu y ) between the EUC z and the SEC z branches. The magnitude of the zonal transport associated with the friction terms is comparable to the wind-driven eastward Sverdrup transport in the east and central Pacific, and is larger than the wind-driven term in the west (cf. Figs. 7e and 7g) .
Since the effects of friction and (total) advection have opposite signs (Figs. 7b and 7c) , their zonal integrals tend to cancel in the far west. Figure 8 shows that the advective influence on zonal transport dominates east of 150ЊW, west of which the damping effect of friction continues to increase. The result is that by the time the integrations reach the western boundary, the difference of total U from the linear Sverdrup transport is smaller than anywhere in mid basin.
Discussion
A new equatorial Pacific climatology of directly measured zonal velocity (Johnson et al. 2002) resolves the near-equatorial mean structure of the South Equatorial Current on both sides of the equator across the Pacific. Westward zonal speeds are largest close to the equator (Ϯ2Њ-3Њ latitude) in both hemispheres, resulting in high meridional shears (Fig. 2) . Vertically integrated zonal transports are largest in the east-central Pacific near 140Њ-110ЊW for both branches of the SEC z and for the EUC z (Fig. 3, top) , with magnitudes of 15-25 Sv (Sv ϵ 10 6 m 3 s Ϫ1 ) (Fig. 4) . The Sverdrup balance has been used to interpret the circulation of the tropical Pacific for more than 50 years (Sverdrup 1947; Meyers 1980; Godfrey 1989; Land-steiner et al. 1990; Fine et al. 2001) with considerable success and, in addition, has been the foundation for many diverse modeling efforts. However, when ship wind or assimilation products are used to compute the Sverdrup transports, the near-equatorial zonal transports are found to be very weak (e.g., Kessler and Taft 1987) , unlike the observations reported here. In particular the SEC(N) z and EUC z are weak or absent from such calculations.
The advent of satellite scatterometer winds has revealed a new element of the wind stress curl forcing due to air-sea interaction in the eastern Pacific. As southeasterly trade winds cross the SST front north of the east Pacific cold tongue, warm SST induces vertical mixing that increases the surface wind speed (Wallace et al. 1989) ; since the winds cross the front at an angle, a systematically positive curl signature results (Chelton et al. 2001) . This feature appears in the scatterometer winds as a strip of positive mean curl along about 1ЊN (Fig. 5) . Although values of curl in the strip are not large, their meridional derivatives are significant and, since the Sverdrup zonal transport is the zonal integral of ‫[ץ‬curl()]/‫ץ‬y, this is sufficient to produce a qualitatively different, and more realistic, flow field than has been possible with in situ wind products. When scatterometer winds that include this strip (either from ERS or QuikSCAT) are used to estimate the Sverdrup transport, the EUC z and a distinct SEC(N) z are seen (Fig. 3,  bottom) . Remarkably, these currents are thus found to be partly due to the sharp SST front and its consequences on the planetary boundary layer of the eastern Pacific, whose effects are spread across the basin by Rossby wave radiation. In diagnosing the equatorial current structures, it is essential to study a wind field that includes these effects, and among presently available wind products, only the scatterometer winds suffice. It is likely that the coarse spatial resolution of gridded ship-based and assimilation wind products is the reason why the narrow strip of positive curl has not been previously noted.
Although the use of scatterometer winds results in a qualitative improvement in the realism of the linear Sverdrup depiction of tropical Pacific currents, significant differences remain between the Sverdrup solution and the observed transports. Along the equator, the Sverdrup transport grows monotonically to the west, whereas the observed transport is maximum in the east-central Pacific and decreases by a factor of at least 2 in the far west (Fig. 3, top) . The Sverdrup SEC(N) z also extends much farther west than observed, and the Sverdrup SEC(S) z is much too weak near the equator. Sverdrup transports integrated over each current are only about half of the observed totals (Fig. 4) . Therefore the role of nonlinear terms is considered, based on an OGCM solution, forced with the same (ERS) winds that were used to produce the Sverdrup estimates. The model solution gives a much more realistic representation of the observed currents (Fig. 3, middle, and Fig. 4) .
The model vertically integrated momentum balance is nearly linear, with the advective and frictional terms generally an order of magnitude smaller than the linear terms that make up the Sverdrup balance. The only place where the advective terms are comparable to the wind stress is narrowly along the equator east of about 120ЊW, and the friction terms are several times smaller than that. However, these small terms are seen to be a principal determinant of the circulation across the basin within at least Ϯ3Њ latitude when diagnosed in the framework of the vorticity balance (Fig. 7) because (meridional) derivatives of these terms are large near the equator. This diagnosis is accomplished by rearranging the momentum equations (1) so that the advective and frictional terms appear as analogs to forcing terms, defining a generalized stress that includes the nonlinearities (6). Taking the curl of the rearranged momentum equations eliminates the pressure and gives an expression analogous to the Sverdrup balance (4) for the meridional transport, but including the effects of the nonlinear terms through their curl. An expression for these effects on zonal transport is found by zonally integrating the meridional derivative of the total curl, again in analogy to the Sverdrup zonal transport (5). The advantage of this manipulation is that the effects of wind stress, momentum advection, and friction can be examined separately, while their sum recovers the model total meridional and zonal transport. By this means, the characteristics of the equatorial current system that have the most impact can be identified.
Seen through the vorticity balance, the advective terms are found to roughly double the transport of both the EUC z and the westward off-equatorial branches of the SEC z (Fig. 7f ), compared to those obtained from the linear Sverdrup circulation. Both of these changes increase the realism of the model over the Sverdrup solution (Figs. 3 and 4) . The most important element of relative vorticity advection curl(١ · uhu) is due to the deceleration of the equatorial undercurrent in the east: a large fraction of the total term is found in Ϫ(uu x ) y , which can be interpreted as part of the curl of the advection terms in the zonal momentum equation or as part of the divergence of vorticity flux (١ · u), namely the zonal divergence of relative vorticity [u(Ϫu y ) x ] plus the relative vorticity times the divergence of zonal current [(Ϫu y )u x ]: curl(١ · uhu) has the same sign as the wind stress curl in the east and a somewhat larger magnitude (Fig. 7b) . Physically, it represents eastward advection of cyclonic relative vorticity on both sides of the equator and its convergence in the eastern Pacific. This is similar to the overshooting of western boundary currents poleward of the zero Sverdrup streamfunction line, with the SEC z branches analogous to the associated offshore recirculation. In both cases advection of relative vorticity produces the modification to the Sverdrup circulation. Friction damps these influences but, since friction is largest in the central Pacific where the shear between the EUC and the branches of the SEC is large, the eastern boundary condition for the zonal integral (5).
This boundary condition can be found using the Sverdrup streamfunction
where x e (y) is the longitude of the boundary at each latitude. The boundary condition for (A1) is ϭ const, no matter what the boundary slope, since the no-normal flow condition precludes any contours from intersecting the coast, and we choose ϭ 0 along the American coast. The meridional derivative of (A1) gives the complete expression for U (using Liebniz's rule):
where the first term on the right-hand side is the contribution to U from interior wind forcing, and the second term is the value of U on the boundary [U EB in Eq. (5)].
In that term d[x e (y)]/dy is the boundary slope, which is zero for a meridional coast and positive clockwise. On a meridionally oriented coast, the boundary condition reduces to U EB ϭ 0 but, in general, the value is nonzero. For the ERS scatterometer winds studied here and the shape of the American coast, the values of U EB are found to be small compared to the interior term except along the coast of Central America at 8Њ-10ЊN where curl() is large and positive [associated with the Papagayo winds; see ] and the coast runs northwest-southeast. In this region the values of U EB found from (A2) were about Ϫ10 m 2 s Ϫ1 , which is generally smaller than, but comparable to, the interior signal (Fig. 7e) .
It is also noted that the above formulation is inadequate to encompass a zonally oriented coast where the slope term d[x e (y)]/dy becomes infinite. In that case the dynamics expressed in (2) and (3) that lead to the Sverdrup balance have no steady solution, which would require additional terms, such as friction or the radiation of coastal waves. [Another way to see this is to note that the constant-boundary condition on the streamfunction means that flow along a zonal coast must be exactly zonal but, if curl() is nonzero there, then (4) leads to a contradiction.] This is relevant to the tropical Pacific since the coastline of Mexico is approximately zonal at the Gulf of Tehuantepec (near 16ЊN), which is also a region where the mean wind stress curl is large. Interpreting the mean wind-driven circulation in this region and to its west will require consideration of nonSverdrupian factors.
